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Simultaneous resource bounded complexity classes for nondetenninistic single 
worktape off-line Turing machines are considered such as time-space bounded 
classes, denoted by NTISPI(T, S), reversal-space bounded classes, denoted by 
NRESPI(R, S), and time-reversal bounded classes, denoted by NTIRE1(T, R). It is 
shown that NRESPI(R(n), S(n)) contains NTISPI(S(n), R(n)) and is contained in 
NTISP1(R(n) S(n) n 2 log n, R(n) log n). The following corollaries follow: (1) the 
affirmative solution to the nondeterministic s ngle worktape version of the NC = ? 
SC problem, NTIREI(poly, polylog)= NTISP~(poly, polylog), and (2) a reversal- 
space trade-off, NRESPl(polylog, poly)= NRESP~(poly, polylog). © 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The Turing machines we consider in this note are nondeterministic single 
worktape Turing machines with a two-way read-only input tape with 
endmarkers (NTMs). The significance of the single worktape model is that, 
while Baker and Book (1974) have observed that two reversals suffice to 
recognize any recursively enumerable set, Greibach (1978) has 
demonstrated that a restriction to a single worktape model was interesting 
in studying nondeterministic reversal. 
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We study relationships among the following simultaneous complexity 
classes. Let NTIRESPI(T(n), R(n), S(n)) denote the class of languages 
accepted by single worktape NTMs which are O(T(n)) time bounded, 
O(R(n)) reversal bounded and O(S(n)) space bounded simultaneously, 
where reversals are counted only on the worktape and not on the input 
tape. 
If T(n) is arbitrary, i.e., the time is unbounded, it is abbreviated 
NRESPI(R(n), S(n)). Similarly NTISP~(T(n), S(n)) and NTIRE~(T(n), 
R(n)) are defined. 
For our purpose we restrict NTMs as follows. A single worktape sweep 
Turing machine (STM) is a single worktape NTM which at the beginning 
writes down on the worktape a string in +F*$ nondeterministically (where 
F is the worktape alphabet), and then starts computation with the work 
head at the left endmarker 6, continues computation without resting the 
work head at any cell on the worktape, making reversals at the left and 
right ends of the worktape. We assume that acceptance occurs only at the 
right end of the worktape. A sequence of moves starting at the left end of 
the worktape and ending at the right end is called a right sweep. A left 
sweep is defined similarly. A right sweep followed by the subsequent left 
sweep is called a full sweep. The class of languages accepted by single 
worktape STMs that are simultaneously O(R(n)) reversal bounded 
and O(S(n)) space bounded is denoted by SRESP~(R(n), S(n)). From 
the definition we have the containment SRESP~(R(n), S(n)) c 
NTIRESPI(R(n) S(n), R(n), S(n)). For the converse we have the following. 
LEMMA 1. NRESPI(R(n), S(n))c SRESPI(R(n), nS(n)). 
Proof Let M be an NTM running in O(R(n)) reversals and S(n) space 
simultaneously. To simulate M, an STM M' simply pads the worktape con- 
tents with extra symbols so that when M has transitions that leave the 
worktape head stationary M' can move its head to the next extra symbol 
added in padding. (See the same technique used by Greibach (1978).) Since 
M may stay at a worktape cell at most O(n) steps, M' can simulate M in 
O(nS(n)) space, making R(n) reversals plus at most one extra reversal in 
order to accept at the right end of the worktape. 
COROLLARY 2. NRESPI(R(n), S(n)) = NTIRESPI(nR(n) S(n), R(n), 
S(n)). 
2. RESULTS 
First, we show a trade-off between reversal and space. This can be stated 
in terms of SRESP. 
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THEOREM 3. For any R(n) and S(n), SRESPI(R(n), S(n)) c 
SRESPI(nS(n), R(n) log n). 
Proof Let M be a single worktape STM which is R(n) reversal boun- 
ded and S(n) space bounded simultaneously. Given an input x of length 
n, M accepts x if and only if for some integers <<. S(n) and r <<. R(n) there is 
a sequence of configurations Cu, 1 ~< i ~< r, 1 <~ j ~< s, as shown in Fig. 1, 
where CH is the initial configuration for input x, Crs is an accepting con- 
figuration, and a reversal occurs in the transitions from Cis to Ci+ 1,s-~ for 
each odd i and from Cil to C~ + 1.2 for each even i. A surface configuration of 
M specifies the state, the head position of the input tape, the symbols scan- 
ned by the input head and the worktape head. Let S o be the surface con- 
figuration corresponding to the configuration Cu, and consider, instead of 
Fig. 1, the table with Sij as its (i, j) entry. 
One can construct a single worktape STM M' which, rather than con- 
structing this table by rows, constructs it by columns. Since the length of 
each surface configuration is O(log n), this means that M' is O(R(n)log n) 
space bounded. 
We shall sketch the construction of M'; an analogous detailed construc- 
tion can be found in (Greibach, 1978). Initially M' guesses the first column 
of the table and checks if $1~ is the initial surface configuration and if 
Six =Si+l.~ for each even i. This can be done with O(logn) full sweeps. 
After constructed the jth column, M' guesses the ( j+  1)th column and 
checks its consistency with input, that is, M' tests if the input symbol and 
the input head position of each surface configuration are consistent. This 
can be done with n full sweeps. (With a right sweep M' moves the input 
head one square right, subtracting one from the input head position part of 
each surface configuration; and with the subsequent left sweep M' com- 
pares the input symbol of each surface configuration whose input head 
Cl l  ~ C12 --~ . . . ~ Cls  
II 
C21 ~-- C22  ~-- . . .  ~.- C2s 
II 
C31 ~ C3z ~ "'" ~ C3s 
II 
• . .  a:.-C4 s 
Cr_  1,1 a.-- Cr_ l ,2  ~--- 
It 
Cr l  --.~ Cr2 ----~ . . .  __~ Crs 
F~G. 1. Moves of the work head of M. 
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position part is zero with the real input symbol.) After that, M' checks if 
the newly guessed column is compatible with the old one, for which one 
full sweep suffices. 
Finally M' checks if Srs is an accepting surface configuration and if 
Sis = Si+l.~ for each odd i. O(log n) full sweeps suffice for this. Thus the 
total number of full sweeps made by M' is O(nS(n)). 
COROLLARY 4. NRESPI(R(n), S(n)) c NTISPI(R(n ) S(n) n 2 log n, 
R(n) log n). 
Proof. By definition, SRESP1(R(n), S(n)) c NTISPI(R(n) S(n), S(n)). 
Thus the corollary follows from Lemma 1 and Theorem 3. We do not know 
whether this is optimal. 
Next, we show a simulation of time-space bounded nondeterministic 
single worktape Turing machines by reversal-space bounded single 
worktape sweep Turing machines. 
THEOREM 5. For any T(n) and S(n), NTISPI(T(n), S(n)) c 
SRESPI(S(n), T(n)). 
Proof. Let M be a simultaneously T(n) time and S(n) space bounded 
single worktape NTM. By a configuration of M we mean the current state, 
the input symbol being scanned, the content and the head position of the 
worktape, and the direction from which the input head moved. An 
accepting computation of M on an input of length n is a sequence of 
t <~ T(n) configurations C1, C2 ..... C,, each of length s <~ S(n). This can be 
represented by the table: 
C1 =q l  al dl cll c12 6"13 
C2=q2 a2 d2 c21 c22 c23 
Ct  = qt  a t  d t  C t l  ct2 ct3  
• , . C l s  
• . . C2s  
• . . C ts  , 
where qi is a state, ai is an input symbol, di ~ { - 1, 0, 1 }, and c~j is the jth 
symbol of the worktape plus a 1-bit information of whether the worktape 
head is present at the cell. 
In an analogous manner to the proof of Theorem 3, one can construct a
single worktape sweep Turing machine M' that constructs the above table 
by columns• First, M' guesses qlaldl,  q2a2d2 ..... q,atd, on its work tape in 
the following manner: after M prints qi- 1 ai_ 1 di_ ~ on the (i - 1 )th cell, M' 
moves its input head to the direction d~_ 1, reads the input symbol ae, then 
guesses qi, d~, and prints qidiai on the ith cell. This can be done with one 
full sweep. Then, M' constructs the remaining part of the table three 
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adjacent columns at a time, since three adjacent symbols ci,s-X, Cij, and 
c;a+ 1 (together with qiaidi) are needed and sufficient o verify the local 
correctness (at the jth worktape cell) of the movement of M from Ci to 
Ci+l. This local correctness of the jth column can be tested with one full 
sweep. Since the table has t <~ T(n) rows and s <~ S(n) columns, this results 
in an STM M' that uses O(T(n)) space and makes O(S(n)) reversals. 
Let poly= {2n.n~[i>~O} and polylog= {2n.(log n)e[ i>~0}. For a class 
of functions Fi (i = 1, 2, 3), let 
NTIRESPx(Fx, F2, F3) = U NTIRESPx(f~, f2, f3). 
ZeF~ 
NRESPI(F1, F2) , etc. are defined similarly. Cook (1979) and Pippenger 
(1979) proposed the simultaneous complexity classes NC and SC for deter- 
ministic Turing machines and Pippenger relates them to simultaneous com- 
plexity classes for networks. By NNCx and NSC1 we denote a nondeter- 
ministic single worktape version of these classes, i.e., 
NNC 1 = NTIREx(poly, polylog), 
and 
NSCx = NTISPx(poly, polylog). 
The question whether NC and SC are equal was first considered by 
Borodin (1977) and Pippenger (1979). The motivation for this question 
and related issues can also be found in several articles (Cook, 1980; Ruzzo, 
1981; Sudborough, 1983). We have the affirmative answer to the 
corresponding question whether NNCx and NSCx are equal: 
COROLLARY 6. 
NNC x = NTIREx (poly, polylog) 
= NRESP x (polylog, poly) 
= NTISP1 (poly, polylog) = NSCx. 
Proof 
NTIRE x (poly, polylog) c NRESP1 (polylog, poly) by definition, 
c NTISPx (poly, polylog) by Corollary 4, 
c SRESP1 (polylog, poly) by Theorem 5, 
c NTIREI(poly, polylog) by definition. 
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Hong (1980) considered a version of nondeterministic multi-worktape 
reversal; but with his definition there is no equality known between on- 
deterministic NC and SC. Dymond (1980) defined another version of non- 
deterministic NC and showed it equal to NP. However the general 
question about equality of nondeterministic NC and SC (and indeed, the 
correct definitions for these classes) is still open. 
COROLLARY 7. 
Proof 
NRESP1 (polylog, poly)= NRESP1 (poly, polylog). 
NRESP1 (potylog, poly) c SRESP1 (polylog, poly) 
c SRESP1 (poly, potylog) 
NRESP1 (poly, polylog) 
c NTISP1 (poly, polylog) 
c SRESP1 (polylog, poly) 
NRESP1 (polylog, poly) 
by Lemma 1, 
by Theorem 3, 
by definition, 
by Corollary 2, 




NRESP, (poIylog, poly) ~ DSPACE(n). 
NRESP1 (polylog, poly)c NRESP~ (poly, polylog) 
NSPACE (polylog) 
c DSPACE (polylog) 
DSPACE(n). 
by Corollary 7, 
COROLLARY 9 (Greibach, 1978). PSPACE = NREVERSAL 1 (poly), 
and NSPACE (polylog)= NREVERSAL1 (polylog), where NREVERSAL 1 
(R(n)) is the class of O(R(n)) reversal bounded languages. 
COROLLARY 10. 
NP = NTISPx (poly, poly) 
= NRESP1 (poly, poly) 
= NT IRE  1 (poly, poly). 
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